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Foreign Exchange

by Richard Katz

The credit squeeze and the· dollar

exchange controls and wage-price

Paul Voleker's interest rates are temporarily keeping the
dollar's value up, but it ean't last.

controls."
Imposing selective controls,
e.g. Kaufman's proposal to restrict
U.S. citizen purchases of foreign
currencies, would in fact shatter
the last shred of dollar credibility.
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same thing now."
Others are not so sure. "If it

billion marks worth of promissory

weren't an election year, they

notes to OPEC countries via the

rates relax to stave off impending

would stand firm,"

commercial banks.

corporate bankruptcies.
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thing we can see is that they have

necessary. "After all," said one
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European banker, "how long can
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propped up."

rates."
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inflation will have peaked but be
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selective exchange controls. "If
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